Richard Andrew King
Book Bytes
Parenting Wisdom
What To Teach The Children

Parenting Wisdom – What To Teach The Children shares thirty-three
powerful principles for creating balanced, whole, substantive children.

Parenting Wisdom for the 21st Century
Raising Your Children By Their Numbers
To Achieve Their Highest Potential

Parenting Wisdom for the 21st Century addresses the numerological
aspects of the child and how parents can use the sacred knowledge of
numbers to manage and guide their children.

Destinies of the Rich & Famous
The Secret Numbers of Extraordinary Lives

Destinies of the Rich & Famous explores the secret numbers of famous
global icons and explains through The King's Numerology why they are
both rich and famous.

Your Love Numbers
Discovering the Secrets of Your Life, Loves
and Relationships

Your Love Numbers reveals the secret formulae defining all great
relationships and how to assess the love potential of any relationship in a
matter of minutes.

The Black Belt Book of Life
Secrets of a Martial Arts Master

The Black Belt Book of Life highlights forty foundational principles for
creating a masterful, successful life, not just for martial artists but for
everyone, adults and children alike.

The Age of the Female
A Thousand Years of Yin

The Age of the Female: A Thousand Years of Yin highlights the profound
and extraordinary ascent of the female in the modern world, placing her
center stage in the global spotlight.

The Age of the Female II
Heroines of the Shift

The Age of the Female II: Heroines of the Shift continues the remarkable
ascent of the female in the modern world by honoring selected women in a
variety of categories.

Blueprint of a Princess
Diana Frances Spencer - Queen of Hearts

Blueprint of a Princess: Diana Frances Spencer - Queen of Hearts depicts
the amazing fairytale but troubled life and tragic death of Princess Diana of
Wales through the ancient science of numerology.

The King's Book of Numerology
Volume I: Foundations & Fundamentals

The King's Book of Numerology: Volume I: Foundations & Fundamentals
begins the student's numerology journey with a complete explanation of
the basics of life and destiny through the ancient art and science of
numbers.

The King's Book of Numerology II
Forecasting - Part 1

The King's Book of Numerology II: Forecasting - Part 1 initiates the
student into the formulas, processes and timelines of determining
individual life and destiny.

99 Poems of the Spirit

99 Poems of the Spirit is a selection of original works of Richard Andrew
King, drawing from the writings of Perfect Saints, Masters, Mystics and
Sacred Scriptures, encompassing a wide range of spiritual topics.

Messages from the Masters
Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers

Messages from the Masters: Timeless Truths for Spiritual Seekers
offers comforting solace for those souls thirsty for spiritual nectar in their
journey from the outer world of form to the inner worlds of the formless.

All of Richard Andrew King's books are available at Amazon.com
http://www.amazon.com/Richard-Andrew-King/e/B001K906AE/ref=ntt_dp_epwbk_0
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